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INTRODUCTION 

Physical fitness has become a major part of many 

Americans' lives today . For reasons of health and 

fitness, Americans have made exercise a permanent part 

of their daily routine. Therefore " the current 

popularity of indoor recreation has forced architects 

designing new facilities to rethink the limits of the 

conventional gymnasium and field house, which no longer 

are adequate to accomodate the variety of atheletes, and 

equipment now in vogue." 1 

Called health clubs or sports centers, these 

buildings serve as the focal point for social activities 

as much as for physical exercise. Increasingly, 

"restaurants, lounges, and day-care centers are being 

interspersed among the set dimensions of swimming pools, 

running tracks, and ball courts, and rooms for 

weightlifting, aerobics and exercise machines." 2 

Users of this type of facil.ity are not only 

athletes and bodybuilders, but also include business 

people and housewives who use lunch hours and after work 

hours to exercise by running, weightlifting, and playing 

racquetball. 

Sports and recreation facilities today must 

accomodate a wide range of user interests and needs, and 

the design should also reflect the newfound role of this 

type of facility in promoting social relaxation as 

much as physical exertion. 
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THESIS STATEMENT 

One of the many purposes of architecture is to 

affect the people who use it. The purpose is achieved 

through sensory experiences : the changes from light to 

shade, from noise to silence, from hot to cold, from the 

flow of smells associated with spaces, and from the 

tactile quality of the surfaces around us. All of these 

factors are important in cumulative effect, but visual 

sensory plays a much more significant role, since 

ninety-percent of information is obtained visually, as 

noted by Lois Swirnoff in the book DIMENSIONAL COLOR. 

Color combined with light should play a much bigger 

role in delivering and conveying information about 

architecture. According to Lois Swirnoff, "rarely color 

is used to shape space, enhance or diminish volume or 

assign position to an object in the visual field. While 

color has a constructive aspect, it is added as a last 

decision in architectural pratice, often subjectively or 

arbitrarily" . 

In this project, I would like to explore the idea 

of the integration of color and architecture, not only 

to preserve building materials and emphasize structure 

and structural effects but also to help express the 

character of a building and the spirit it is meant to 

convey. While the aspect of one building should be light 

and lively, indicating festivity and recreation, another 
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should have an austere and efficient look, indicating 

work and concentration. For both types, there are colors 

which seem absolutely right, and others which are 

entirely un~able. 
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GOALS 

The goal of the sports complex is to fo~ a 

connection between the built environment and the natural 

environment through the use of form and space. The 

complex through its architecture should create an 

interest in the facility and stimulate the community . It 

should provide activities that will create an interest 

for all age groups. It should be easily accessible to 

the community. It should deal with such issues as: 

-lighting 

-color 

·-physical fitness 

-recreation 

-socializing 

-safety/security 

-landscaping 

-function 

-aesthetics 

-context 

-structure 

-individual activities 

-group activities 

-image 

-sense of place 

-circulations 

-proximity 
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COLOR 

Color, or the concept of color, can be approached from 

different perspectives and different disciplines, such 

as the natural sciences , color theory ,technoloqy, 

philosophy, bioloqy, medicine, psycholoqy, and art. But 

in this project, I would like to approach color from the 

standpoint of desiqninq the man-made environment. 

Color is not the property of objects, spaces, or 

surfaces ; it is the sensation caused by certain 

qualities of liqht that the eye recoqnizes and the brain 

interprets . Therefore, "liqht and color are inseparable 

, and in the desiqn of human habitat , equal attention 

must be devoted to their psycholoqical, 
3 

,aesthetical, and technical aspects . " 

visual 

Architects and desiqners need to adopt a new philosophy 

and perspective in their work with liqht and color . 

These professions · today are faced more and more with 

man-made or artificial environments. 

" Color and liqht are major factor in man-made 

environments;their impact influences man's psycholoqical 
4 

reactions and physioloqical well-beinq." Research has 

proven that liqht and color affect the human orqanism on 

both a visual and nonvisual basis . It is no lonqer 

valid to assume that the only siqnificant role of liqht 

and color is to provide adequate illumination and a 

pleasant visual environment ; 
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COLOR FUNDAMENTALS ( exact excerpt from Mahnke, Mahnke, 

Color and Light in Man- made Environments . ) 

THE COLOR ATTRIBOTES:HUE, SATURATION, AND LIGHTNESS. 

HUE 

"Hue is the quality or characterictics by which one color 

is distinguished from another. The elementary hues that 

we differentiates are based on the spectral hues red, 

orange, yellow, green, blue, and violet . Physically, hue 

is deter.mined by wavelength . White , gray , and black are 

perceived as colorless, being neither reddish, 

yellowish, greenish, or bluish. Th~s lack of 

color (chroma) causes them t .o be ter.med achromatic." 5 

SATURATION 

"Saturation is the second attribute by which ·a color is 

distinguished. Also referred to as strength, intensity, 

or chroma, it designates the purity of a given color, 

the quality that distiguishes it from a grayed color. 

Two colors may be the same in hue (for instance, two 

greens) , and one no lighter or darker than the other, 

yet still appear different in color strength. " 0 

LIGHTNESS 

"Lightness, or its synonymic value, is the third 

dimension in the description of color. It is the quality 

that differentiates a dark color from a light one. The 

lightness of a pigment is a measure of how much light is 

reflected from its surface. " 7 
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THE PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF COLOR(exact excerpt from 

Mahnke, Mahnke, Color and Light in Man-made 

Environments . ) 

Color, which is created by light, is therefore a form of 

energy, and this energy affects body function just as it 

influences mind and emotion. Today, thanks to 

"sophisticated techniques of research and analysis, we 

know that color affects cortical activation (brain 

waves), functions of the autonomic nervous system (which 

regulates the body's internal environment), and hormonal 

activity and that color arouses definite emotional and 
8 

aesthetic associations. " In other word, our response to 

color is total; it influences us both psychologically 

and physiologically. 

In an experiment done by Rikard Kuller, he found that 

"brain-wave activity was lower in a colorful room than 

in a gray roQ.m and heart response was slower in a 

colorful room. "Therefore, we may conclude that a dull 

environment tends to prod brain activity, which may 

induce anxiety, fear, and distress. 

The research also concluded that color variety is 

psychologically most beneficial. "It is not just that one 

color is better than another for a specific purpose , 

that one may be considered psychologically exciting or 

another calming, but a variety of visual stimulation and 
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change in atmosphere is required in establishing a sound 

milieu." ~ 

"In the total environment there must be colors in 

changing degrees of brightness, temperature (warm, cool 

colors), and chromatics (strong and weak), and the 

complementary of the dominant color should be present 
10 

to some extent." 

Faber Birren summed up best on the need for 

variety: in response to environment, people expect all 

of their senses to be moderately stimulated at all 

times.This is what happens in nat~re, and it relates not 

only to color and changing degrees of brightness, .but to 

variations in temperature and sound. The unnatural 

condition is one that is static, boring, tedious, and 

unchanging. Variety is indeed the spice -and needed 

substance - of life. (1983, 167). 
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Color not only produces mood associations, subjective 

and objective impressions, but also influences our 

estimation of volume , weight, time, temperature, and 

noise. Below, is an overview of the general effects and 

efficacy of major hues (taken directly from Mahnke, 

Mahnke, Color and Light in Man- made Environments.) 

RED 

Hue effect: exciting(bright red); stimulating(red). 

Impressions or associations: positive -passionate 

,fervid, active, strong, warm; negative- aggressive, 

raging, intense, fierce, bloody. 

Character:Red is perhaps the most dominant and dynamic 

of all colors. It grabs the attention and overrules all 

other hues.Red color tends to make an object appear to 

-be closer than it is. 

ORANGE 

Hue effect: exciting(bright orange);stimulating(orange); 

cheering (light orange) . 

Impressions or associations: positive -jovial, lively, 

energetic, extroverted, sociable; negative -intrusive, 

blustering( if color is highly saturated). 

Character: Orange is mellower and less primitive than 

red. It has virtually no negative cultural or emotional 

associations. Aesthetically, though, desaturated hues 

m~y appear cheap and without vigor. 
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YELLOW 

Hue ~ffect: cheering. 

Impressions and associations: positive sunny, 

cheerful, radiant, vital, high-spirited; negative -

egocentric, glaring 

Character: In pure form, yellow is the happiest of all 

colors. It radiates warmth, cheerfulness, and 

inspiration. Yellow is a comparatively light color. As 

it loses its lightness, when modified, it ceases to be 

yellow. Symbolically, yellow signifies 

enlightenment(mental and spiritual), expansion, 

sunlight, and communication. 

GREEN 

Hue effect: retiring(light green): relaxing(green) 

Impressions and associations: positive -tranquil, 

refreshing, quiet, natural: negative -common, tiresome, 

guilty. 

Character: Psychologically, green represents a 

withdrawal . from stimulus . Since the lens of the eye 

focuses green light exactly on the retina, it is also 

the most restful color to the eye. 

BLUE 

Hue effect:retiring(light blue): relaxing(blue). 

Impressions 

comfortable, 

and associations: positive 

sober, contemplative; 

10 

-calm, secure, 
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frightening, depressing, melancholy, cold. 

Character: Blue is the antithesis of red. In its 

appearance, blue is transparent and wet ; red is opaque 

and dry. 

Psychologically, the cool and relaxing nature of blue is 

in direct opposition to the warmth and excitement of 

rad .While red seems vulgar at times, blue exhibits a 

noble character . In its action upon the human organism, 

blue will decrease blood pressure and pulse rate while 

red will have the opposite effect. 

PURPLE 

Hue effect : subduing. 

Impressions and associations: positive- dignified, 

exclusive; 

conceited. 

negative - lonely, mournful, pompous, 

Character: Purple is a blend of red and blue, the two 

colors that are physically and psychologically most 

opposed. In its various tones, purple may evoke delicacy 

and richness or appear unsettling and degenerate. Violet 

is a lighter shade of purple and a pure spectral hue. 

Purple is a mixed color . The two encompass vast 

differentations in hue . 
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COLOR EFFECTS IN THE INTERIOR SPACE 

(Direct excerpt from mhilft, Mahnke, Color and Light in 

Man- Made Environments . ) 

RED 

Ceiling: intruding, disturbing, heavy . 

Walls : aggressive, advancing . 

Floor: conscious, alert. 

PINK 

Ceiling: delicate , comforting, or too intimate . 

Walls :aggression- inhibiting, weak. 

Floor : perhaps too delicate. 

BROWN 

Ceiling: oppressive and heavy(if dark). 

Walls: secure and assuring . 

Floor: steady and stable . 

ORANGE 

Ceiling: stimulating, attention-seeking. 

Walls : warm, luminous. 

Floor: activating, motion-oriented. 

YELLOW 

Ceiling: light, luminous , stimulating . 

Walls : warm, exciting to irritating. 

Floor : elevating, diverting. 
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GREEN 

Ceiling : protective. 

Walls: cool, secure, reliable, passive, irritating if 

glaring. 

Floor: natural, soft, relaxing, cold. 

BLUE 

Ceiling : celestial, cool (if light), heavy and 

oppressive(if dark). 

Walls : cool and distant(if light), encouraging and 

space-deepening (if dark) . 

Floor : inspiring feeling of effortless movement (if 

light), substantial (if dark). 

PURPLE 

Seldom used in the interior space except for incidental 

areas. In large spaces it may disturb the focus of the 

eye.Psychologically , it may appear disconcerting and 

subduing. 

GRAY 

Ceiling : shadowy. 

Walls: ~ral to boring. 

Floor: r@tral . 

WHI'l'E 

Ceiling: empty. 

Walls: neutral, empty, sterile, enerqyless. 

l fEXAS TECH LIBRARY 



Floor: touch-inhibitinq(not to be walked upon). 

BLACK 

Ceiling: hollow to oppressive. 

Walls: ominous, dunqeonlike. 

Floor: odd, abstract . 
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PERCEPTION OF VOLUME 

Lightness is one of the most important factors in the 

perception of openness in the interior space. Light or 

pale colors recede and increase the apparent room size, 

as do cooler colors and small patterns. 

"Dark or saturated hues protrude and decrease the 

apparent size of a room. A high illumination level will 

enlarge the appearance of volume whereas a low 

illumination level will diminish it." 11 

·-
PERCEPTION OF WEIGHT AND SIZE 

In general, "darker colors appear heavier, whereas 

lighter and 'iess saturated (pastel) ones seem less 

dense. If the hues are of the same value and intensity, 

the tendency is to perceive the warmer hues as heavier." 12 

PERCEPTION OF TIME 

"It is generally believed that in an environment with 

warm colors, time is overestimated. With cool colors, on 

the other hand, the opposite appears to be true: time is 

underestimated. " 13 

Although there is as yet no resolution to the question 

of which hues affect the over- or under- estimation of 

time, it can be concluded that color apparently 

influences the judgement of time . 
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PERCEPTION OF TEMPERATURE 

People are fairly unanimous in their opinion that color 

has the power to suggest warmth or coolness."Colors also 

absorb and retain heat in various degrees, depending on 

their light-reflection ratio . The lighter the color, the 

more light( therefore heat is reflected); the darker the 

color, the more light is absorbed." 14 

PERCEPTION OF NOISE AND SOUND 

"Kravkov, Allen, and Schwartz found that loud noises and 

strong odors and tastes make the eye more sensitive to 

green and less sensitive to red. Stimulation of the 

senses,_ brightness and loudness, are associated with the 

most active effect of warm colors; the reverse being 

true for cool colors . " 15 

ASSOCLATIONS OF ODOR AND TASTE 

Colors that hold "a pleasant association with smell are 

pink, lavender, pale yellow, and green.Tints of coral, 

peach, soft yellow, light green, turquoise, flamingo, 

and pumpkin have pleasant associations with taste . " 16 

(Exact excerpt from Mahnke, Mahnke, Color and Light in 

Man- Made Environments . New York: 1987). 
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HEALTH AND FITNESS 

(Paraphrased from Stone, William J. Adult Fitness 

Programs: Planning, Designing, Managing, and Improving 

Fitness Programs. Illinois: 1987) . 

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES 

The value that the American culture has put on fitness 

and sport has ranged tremendously in the past century. 

Sports have generally been held in high regard and have 

usually involved greater numbers of participants than 

fitness activities. 

School programs of physical education and exercise began 

to develop in this country more than a hundred years 

ago. It is interesting to note that much of the early 

leadership came from physicians.They were very much 

oriented toward the programs that emphasized physical 

fitness and that included calisthenics, gymnastics, and 

heavy exercises . 

The fitness programs that were in popularity at the time 

were very organized systems borrowed mainly from the 

Scandinavian countries. Adult fitness activity was 

generally restricted to a few clubs in the Eastern and 

Midwestern Oni ted States with strong Scandinavian and 

German ties. 

After the turn of the century, 

influenced by philosophers who 

American education was 

' 
among other things, 

tried to direct the educational system away from a mind-
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body dichotomy. School-based programs moved away from 

what some termed "muscle training" towards the total 

development of the individual through sports and 

physical skills. The beneficial effect was that physical 

education was thus viewed as part of the total education 

of the individual. 

After World War I and II, and again after the Korean 

War, 
there was great concern among the military about the 

high rate of deferment among young draftees. A 

surprisingly high percentage of young men were 

unacceptable for military service because of health-

related problems of a physical, mental, or emotional 

nature. Somehow, most of those deferments were 

attributed to a lack of fitness. 

In 1954, a paper was published by Kraus and Hirchland 

which reported that 57.9 percent of American children 

had failed a test of minimum muscular strength and 

flexibility compared to only 8. 7 percent of European 

children (Austrians, Italians,and Swiss). The impact of 

what was to become known as the Kraus-Weber tests 

produced a great controversy concerning the nature of 

physical fitness.President Eisenhower was so pleased 

with and concerned about the results that he appointed a 

Council on Youth Fitness and Sports which is part of the 

U. S. Department of Health and Human Services. 

In the 1950's and 1960's, coronary artery disease 
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continued to rage among adult Americans, claiming 55 

percent of all U . S. deaths annually at their peak. 

During the 1970's there was a veritable explosion of 

interest, and most important, participation in outdoor 

recreation, sports, and fitness activities. During the 

late 60's , it was estimated that ther were not more 

than a few hundred thousand runners or joggers in this 

country. The current estimate is that there are between 

30 to 40 million joggers and runners, and the growth of 

local 10K or marathon runs illustrates the level of 

interest. 

Between 1973 and 1976 tennis was the fastest _ growi~g 

sport in the United States, with a 45 percent increase 

in players . Another· racquet sport that exploded in the 

1970's was racquetball. By 1979, it was estimated that 

there were eight million players. Racquetball club 

construction and management became a growth industry 

during the 1980's. 

In the early 1970's, Jackie Sorenson (1973) introduced 

the concept of setting fitness activities to music, 

describing it as aerobic dancing. In the late 1970's and 

early 1980's the name of the activity was shortened to 

"aerobics" and current estimates suggest that there are 

as many as 22 million "aerobicizers." 
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OBJECTIVES 

* To create a wide and diverse range of activities to 

interest all potential users. 

* To provide a facility that greatly enhances the 

surrounding environment . 

* To create versatile spaces to allow for pursuit of 

many different activities. 

* To provide instruction and information on the 

different activities when it is desired. 

* To insure safety for all users during all activities . 

20 



SITE ANALYSIS 

The site of this project is located in Lubbock, which is 

part of the West Texas region in the American Southwest. 

Lubbock is located geographically at 33' 35.0" latitude 

and 101' 50.6" longitude . The city is located on the 

high level surface of the South Plains of Texas at an 

elevation of 3243 feet. 

Lubbock's location puts the city in earthquake zone #2 

(moderate damage) . Earthquakes are almost unknown in 

this area, but because of the zone rating, some 

earth~ke provisions should be made in the structure of 

n:ew buildings. Cool . nights and pleasant days are 

outstanding features of Lubbock's climate. The summers 

are dry and warm, and the winters are dry and mild. 

However, tornadoes are often a problem in Lubbock. They 

usually occur between 3 : 00 and 7 : 00 p . m. During the late 

winter and early spring, thunderstorms and accompanying 

high winds usually last in · excess of twelve hours or 

longer and at speeds up to twenty-five mph . 

The topography of the area is almost flat and 

featureless with slight a slope to the northeast ·· at a 

rate of 0.05%. 

The soil characteristics of Lubbock have four distinct 

layers: 

1 . Top soil of fine sandy loam . 

2. Fine sandy clay or heavy loam. 
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3. Clay loam or caliche. 

4. Sandstone. 

The soil drains well and runoff is slow to medium with 

moderate permeability. Depth to rock is approximately 

thirteen feet . Load hazard and moisture content of the 

soil is minimal with moderate wind erosion. 

The depth to the water table in Lubbock averages 99. 7 

feet . The climate of the area is semiarid, transitional 

between desert conditions on the west and humi d climates 

to the east and southeast . Maximum precipitation usually 

occurs duri ng May, June, and July when warm, moist 

tropical air is carried inland from the Gulf of Mexico . 

This air mass produces moderate .to heavy afternoon and 

evening convective thunderstorms, sometimes with hail . 

Snow occasionally occurs during the winter months but .is 

generally light and remains on the ground for only a 

short time. Precipitation in the area is characterized 

by its erratic nature, varying during the period of 

record from as much as 40 . 55 inches to only 8 . 73 inches 

annually and from as much as 13 . 93 inches to none in one 

month . 

The normal annual temperature is 59.7 . The warmest 

months are June, July, and Auqust with normal daily 
~~"f.._,:~-- ... ---.....___-.._,~~.-r".._..~ 

maximum t~~:~!!:~~~~~-... ~~~7.!,"~~~'""'=-~~:~~--re-cor~~~~bm 
.. ure of 107 occurred in June 1957 and July 1958.) 

coldest months are December and January with a 
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normal daily temperature in January of 24. 8 and a 

monthly mean of 39.1. (the record minimum temperature of 

-16 occurred in January 1963.) 

Maximum winds are usually associated with intense 

thunderstorms and although of short duration are on 

occasion very damaging. Winds in excess of twenty- five 

miles an hour occasionally occur for periods of twelve 

hours or longer. These prolonged winds are generally 

associated with late winter and spring t~e low 

pressure centers and usually blow from the south or 

southwest. 

Duststor.ms are a variable factor in the climate and are 

dependent upon the current and preceding year's 

precipitation patte~ns and the agricultural practices of 

the local and upstream areas. Most extensive duststorms 

are noted with southwesterly, westerly or northwesterly 

winds. 

The summer heat is generally not considered oppressive. 

The moderating factors are daytime wind and rather dry 

air. Nighttime temperatures are generally considered 

pleasant with most summer minimums in the sixties. 
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LAND USE 

Lubbock is an extremely low density city. A huqe portion 

of the city is devoted to residential area. Another 

important feature of Lubbock's land use system is the 

large amount of land available for urban developmant 

(31%) . If agricultural land is considered vacant, this 

fiqure could be adjusted to 55%. These vacant areas are 

generally preferred by many for residential uses. Alonq 

with the residential move to the periphery, retail and 

light commercial establishments locate in the area to 

take advantage of the new market. 

The use of commercial land for the area is quite 

extravagant. For every 1000 of population, there are 

eleven acres devoted to commercial activities . 
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NATURAL CONTEXT 

In a hot dry city such as Lubbock, the form of the 

buildings should provide protection from solar radiation 

and shelter from hot dusty winds. These requirements can 

be satisfied by building forms that are compact and low 

rise, using small courtyards to provide light and air . 

These small courtyards will also provide outdoor spaces 

sheltered from the sun and wind. 

It is advantageous to construct this type of building 

with moderate volume -to-surface ratio since this will 

reduce the high range of external air temperature. Hot 

dry climates will experience a wide range of conditions 

during each day and throughout the year.. . In the summer, 

the mornings may be comfortable but temperatures could 

rise well above the comfort zone by mid-day. 

In the cool season, the temperatures at night and in the 

morning may be very cold, but rise to a comfortable 

level at noon. A range of different spaces is therefore 

desirable as it is difficult to satisfy all requirements 

in one flexible space. 

A sheltered, but sunny, outdoor space will be 

comfortable on cool mornings . Well protected indoor 

spaces are needed for hot afternoons, and flat roof for 

hot evenings and nights. On colder winter days, sunlit 

rooms will be comfortable , and a shaded outdoor space 

will be ideal for outdoor activities on warm days in 

0 
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spring and autumn . 

This facility will not be a high rise structure since it 

will not fit into the flat landscape of Lubbock. In 

addition, a high rise structure is totally unsuitable in 

this type of climate, as it would be highly exposed to 

solar radiation and hot dusty winds and would not 

provide effective sheltered outdoor space for the 

occupants. 

Most outdoor spaces should be protected by walls, and be 

of moderate proportions. In this type of development, a 

number of wide open spaces could be provided with some 

trees planted around the edge. Such spaces will ·be 

comfortable for outdoor recreation and relaxation on hot 

summer evenings. 
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1970•1990 F'C:li=ULA TION CHANGES 
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PSYCHOLOGICAL CONTEXT 

People ·participate in athletic , fitness and 

recreational activities and sports during their leisure 

time for enjoyment and satisfaction. However, 

participation that is enjoyable and satisfying for one 

person may not produce the same results for another 

person. 

One popular motivation for participation is the 

development or maintenance of fitness in mind and body . 

There is sufficient research to support participation in 

sport as a contributor to one's well-being and life 

expectancy . Personal sports and fitness programs have 

acquired elevated social status and meaning as a result. 

Other people are attracted to recreational 

participation, because it affords opportunity for social 

interactions . Sport participation rarely occurs on an 

individual basis. There is characteristically a direct 

or indirect involvement with others . The sport 

environment offers a means to relate to others, to 

observe the effect of cooperative, competitive, and 

conflicting behaviors upon social relationships, to 

develop communication skills and to broaden one's 

viewpoint. 

For others, sport participation is enjoyable because it 

affords a change of pace, a release from tension, 

physical exhilaration, and goal attainment. 
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Benefits Derived Through Participation 

Comprehensive Fitness AQd Wellness Program. 

(Direct excerpt from Hoeger, Werner H. K. , 

Physical Fitness & Wellness, A Personalized 

Colorado: 1986). 

in a 

Lifetime 

Program, 

1 . Improves and strengthens the cardiovascular system 

(improved oxygen supply to all parts of the body 

including the heart, the muscles, and the brain) . 

2. Maintains better muscle tone, muscular strength, and 

endurance. 

~ 3 . Improves muscular flexibility. 

4. Helps maintain ideal body weight. 

5 . Improves posture and physical appearance . 

6 . Decreases risk for chronic diseases and illness( 

heart disease, cancer, stroke, high · blood pressure, 

pulmonary disease, and arthritis. 

7. Decreases mortality rate from chronic diseases . 

8. Decreases risk and·mortality rates from accidents. 

9. Relieves tension and helps in coping with stresses in 

life. 

10.Increases levels of energy and job productivity. 

11.Slows down the aging process. 

12 . Improves self-image and morale and aids in fighting 

depression. 

13 .Motivates one toward positive lifestyle changes 

(better nutrition, smoking cessation, alcohol and 
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drug abuse control) . 

14 . Speeds up recovery time following injury and/or 

disease . 

lS.Decreases recovery time following physical exertion. 

16.Eases the process of childbearing and childbirth. 

17 . Regulates and improves overall body functions. 

18.Improves quality of life; makes people feel and live 

better. 
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BUILT CONTEXT 

The flat topography of Lubbock has enabled direct routes 

to be constructed. One draw back, however, is that the 

road placement following a grid pattern with major 

thoroughfares spaced one mile apart has limited the 

development of diagonal routes across the city. 

Other than Yellowhouse Canyon, the city is free of 

topographical restraints. The slight grade, the few 

physical obstacles, the climate, the soil and drainage 

conditions permit construction of streets, 

thoroughfares, and highways at a reasonable cost and 

convenience. 

Highways. 

Only one interstate highway serves Lubbock. This is 

interstate 27, a ninety- mile expressway between Lubbock 

and Amarillo. In the future, Interstate 27 may extend 

south and link the South Plains with the coast . A four 

lane highway has been proposed to join Lubbock with the 

Dallas/Fort Worth metro area along 0. S . 82 and Texas 

199. This would tie Lubbock with the Dallas/ Fort Worth 

interstate system. 

Several highways crisscross Lubbock County in all 

directions. Five farm-to-market roads and twenty- five 

county roads give access in all directions to a large 

trade area and to adjacent counties . The rural area of 

the county is generally sectionized and reached by local 
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roads spaced one mile apart. 

Transportation Services . 

Motor Freight . 

The Lubbock area is served by nineteen motor freight 

carriers providing direct interstate and intrastate 

service to meet major cities in the United States. 

Rail : 

a . Santa Fe railway - freight only . 

b. Fort Worth and Denver - freight only. 

c. Passenger service is not available in Lubbock . 

Bus Lines : 

a. Texas, New Mexico , and Oklahoma . Motor coaches 

provides passenger service to this part of the state . 

b. Citibus - inter-city bus. 

Air: 

a. Lubbock International Airport -available airlines

Southwest, America West, American, etc. 

Society today is one attuned to the moving vehicle. 

Therefore, society must create easy access to commercial 

or industrial operations, or to residential 

developments . In Lubbock, streets occupy 32% of the 

city's developed areas. Ninety 

Lubbock is done by aut omobile . 

percent of travel in 

To provide maximum 

efficiency in travel throughout Lubbock, the planners 

and the architects must anticipate present and future 

populations travel demands and present an attractive 
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transportation alternative which adds rather than 

detracts from the quality of an acceptable urban 

standard. 
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THB GROWTH IN LUBBOCK•s POPULATION 

!!.!!: ~ Metro Area 

1910 1,938 3,624 

1920 4,051 11,096 

1930 20,520 39,104 

1940 31,853 51,782 r-4 

' -:r 

1950 71,390 100,549 

1960 128,691 156,271 

1970 149,101 179,295 

1980 174,172 211,846 

Source: Bureau of the Ceriaua. 



CULTURAL CONTEXT 

Lubbock's population as of January 1981, was 173,979. 

The source for this figure was the 1980 population -

economic base study which derives its figure from 1980 

Bureau of Census. 

Lubbock's population can best be described as young with 

a sharp fall, because of a declining birth rate in 

previous years. The age groups 0-19 and .. 25-34 are 

dominant brackets with the elderly comprising the 

smallest percentage . Major population gro~h is toward 

the southwest. The 1980 census of city households · 

indicates that Anglos and others comprise .. a total 73. 0 

percent of the total population. Spanish surnames make

up 18 . 8 percent and blacks account for 8.2 percent. 

Household income is on a steady increase as shown in a 

survey by the the Lubbock City Planning Department. The 

projected household income average for the county in the 

year 2005 is expected to reach $29,640 
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ACTIVITY ANALYSIS 
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ACTI~TY ANALYSIS 

A.ADMINISTRATION 

The administrative office should provide for the 

following uses: (l)work space for the facility director, 

staff members, and secretarial and clerical personnel; 

(2) storage space for records, equipment, and supplies; 

(3) a reception area for clients and visitors having 

business .with administrative officers or staff members; 

and (4) staff meeting and conferences. 

The administrative office also administer safety, 

policing, planning, and counseling.Ideally, these 

offices should be located directly off, or convenient to 

the lobby, since persons having business with the 

director or staff members will usually enter the 

building by way of the main entrance. More importantly, 

these offices need to have a direct access to the people 

who use the facility. 

Director(l): In charge of the operation of the facility. 

Receptionist(l):Receiving and assisting visitors,taking 

calls. 

Registrar(l): Registrating new clients,typing, and 

filing. 

Secretary(l):Typing, filing, and bookkeeping. 

Program Director (1): Expert in the scientific basis of 

exercise and fitness and capable of conducting classes. 

Instructor/Exercise Specialists(2) :Lead the exercise 
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classes, teaches aerobics, or prepares strength 

programs . 

Physician(l) :Determining the physical fitness of 

individuals . 

B.SCREENING AND EXERCISE TESTING 

Physical Fitness Testing 

* T.o measure functional capability . 

* To serve as a motivational function for the 

client(feedback). 

* To serve as a basis for exercise prescription and safe 

program planning. 

Flexibility and Strength Tests 

* Sit and Reach test: to test flexibil ty in the lower 

back and posterior leg muscles . 

* Sit-up test: to test abdominal strength. 

Aerobics Fitness Tests 

C.EXERCISING 

Walking 

*the most basic and safest form of aerobic exercise. 

*one of the most popular forms of exercise for adults. 

Jogging and Running 

*Arguably the most popular form of exercise. 

*Like walking, running and jogging are inexpensive 

fitness activities. 
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Stationary Bicycling and Rowing Machines 

*Popular exercises among people of a wide age range. 

Aerobics and Aqua Aerobics 

*Fastest growing and as effective as cardiovascular 

conditioner. 

D.SWIMMING/DIVING 

*One· of the most popular exercise 

*Develop aerobic power, strength, and flexibilty 

*Produce significant cardiovascular or aerobic gain 

E .WEIGHT TRAINING 

*Aerobic workout as well as strength 

*Utilizes a series of weight machines with resistance 

and many repetitions to increase muscular endurance. 

*An effective and efficient means of building strength, 

flexibility, local muscular endurance, and some aerobic 

capacity. 

I'.PLAYING 

*Active participation in the activities offered by the 

facility (basketball, badminton, racquetball, handball, 

volleyball, and tennis) . 

G. SPECTATING 

*Passive participation- just watching and enjoying the 

athletics activities. 

*Spectator as a recreational participant is important 
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and should be understood, appreciated, and considered in 

the design. 

B.WAITING 

*Being in the lobby waiting to be served or just waiting 

to meet ·a friend. 

*Sometimes for long period of time, so the individual's 

needs, 

comforts, entertainment and views should be satisfied 

during this period. 

I.RELAXING 

*Resting oneself after a workout or after work. 

*Being in the sauna or massage rooms or playing 

electronic games in the lounge or dining in the 

restaurant. 

J.SOCIALIZING 

*Meeting new people and making acquaintances during or 

after workout or during special occasions held by 

the facility. 

K. CIRCOLATION 

*The act of moving from one place to another· either 

inside the building or within the building's boundary 

(pedestrian and vehicular circulations) . 

L.DRESSING AND HYGIENE 

*Changing and cleaning oneself before and after a 
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workout . 

*Need ample locker and shower areas since these places 

are where participants spent a good bit· of their workout 

time cooling down and socializing. 

M.STORAGING 

*This type of facility needs plenty of storage space for 

equiPment and maintenance purposes. 
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SPATIAL RELATIONSHIPS 
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SPA~IAL RELATIONSHIPS 

A.ADMcrNISTRATION AREA 

-Generally this area is accessible to all people, 

members or non-members. 

-A very public area, the design of the area should not 

only pleased the club members but also to potential new 

members. 

-Should be adjacent to the entrance, lobby, lounge, and 

other offices, highly accessible from other parts of the 

building as well. 

-The zoning and construction of this particular area 

should considered the need for privacy and reduction of 

noise from nearby physical activities area . 

B.SCREENING AND TESTING 

-Should be highly accessible from other offices and to 

potential new members . 

-A semi-public area, since possibly only staff members 

and clients of the facility will be re~lar users. 

-Zoning and construction of this area should be 

convenient to the locker area and rooms should be 

acoustically controlled. 

-The room should be air conditioned and well-lit. 
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C. EXERCISING AREA 

-a ve~ public area and should be adjacent to locker and 

shower areas. 

-rooms probably are in a partially enclosed area with 

direct access to lobby, lounge and storage areas. 

-rooms should be well-lighted and well-ventilated 

-rooms should be zoned away from the low-noise area such 

as the administration area 

D.SWIMMING AND DIVING 

-a very public and high noise area 

-should be adjacent to locker rooms to allow easy access 

to and from dressing facilities and provide shower 

capabilities before and after entering the pool 

-need a special type of construction for indoor pool-to 

accomodate a lot of people and contain· a substantial 

amount of water 

-need for excellent ventilation and lighting. to take 

full advantage of daylight. 

-adjacent to mechanical area, dressing rooms, pool 

equipment storage, refreshment area and locker area. 

E.WEIGHT TRAINING AREA 

-another semi-public area with high noise concentration 

-walls should be acoustically controlled and there is a 

need for strong floor construction to support heavy 

weight equipment. 
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-should be adjacent to locker areas, showers, 

supervision and control, refreshment areas. 

-zoning, located away from low-noise areas such as 

administration and restaurant. 

F . PLAYING AREAS 

-the most used areas and very high in noise 

concentration . 

-a very public area, should· be highly accessible from 

all parts of the building. 

-zoning, away from low noise areas and grouped with 

other physical activity areas such as swimming and 

exercising. 

-adjacent to locker areas, supervision and control, 

spectating area . 

-needs a special type of construction to support various 

kind of activities and support a lot of people at the 

same time. 

G.SPECTATING AREAS 

-Highly accessible areas to the public. 

-A need for excellent circulation system inside the 

facility and also outside the building to support a lot 

of people at the same time. 

-Adjacent to all playing areas, toilet, entrance /exit. 
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B. WAITING AREA 

-A public area but low in noise concentration. 

-Should be zoned away from exercising, playing and other 

high-noise areas . 

-Adjacent to the entrance, refreshment area, and 

administration ( check-in desk and reception) . 

I.RELAXING 

- Very private and very low noise concentration. 

-Should be zoned with restaurant, lobby and other less 

noisy areas. 

-Walls should be acoustically treated. 

-Adjacent to entrance and refreshment area. 

J.CIRCOLATION 

-Should provide easy access to all parts of the facility 

either inside or outside the building 

-Interior circulation should take 

advantage of daylight. 

L.DRESSING AND HYGIENE 

full 

-Should be the center of all the physical activities and 

easily accessible from all playing areas. 

-Walls should be acoustically controlled. 

-A very private area, rooms should be comfortable, 

functional, and aesthetically pleasant -an important 
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social area. 
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SPATIAL REQUIREMENTS 
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SPATIAL REQUIREMENTS 

STAFF/ ADMINISRTATIVE 

Director 

User : l. 

Area : 200 sq . ft . 

Spatial Quality : Quiet and inviting. 

Lighting: Natural/artificial. 

Furnishings: 

bookshelves 

Desk, chair, couch, file cabinet, 

Access: Adjacent to other offices and easily accessible 

Receptionist and Registrar 

user:2. 

Area:200 sq. ft. 

Spatial Quality : Quiet and inviting. 

Lighting: Natural/ artifial. 

Access: Near the main entrance and easily reached . 

Furnishings: Desks, chairs, couch, and file cabinet. 

General Office 

Users: 3. 

Area : 400 sq. ft. 

Spatial quality: Quiet. 

Lighting: natural/ artificial . 

Furnishings: Desks , chairs , cabinets , and shelves. 
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Program -Directors(men & women) 

Users : 2. 

Area: 340 sq ~ ft. 

Spatial Quality: Quiet, ·yet accessible. 

Access: Adjacent to physical activity areas and 

other offices. 

Furnishings: · ·oesks, chairs, and file cabinet . 

Office Storage 

Area: 120 sq. ft . 

Spatial quality: Well-lighted. 

Access: Near all of the offices . 

Entry, Control Point 

Area: 150 sq. ft . 

Lighting: Natural and artificial. 

Spatial Quality : Inviting and impressionistic. 

PLAYING 

Gymnasium 

Users: Maximum of 100. 

Area : 15000 sq. ft. 

Lighting: Artificial and natural. 

Access: Direct unobstructed access to all gym areas. 

Spatial Quality : Active, playful atmosphere. 

Furnishings: Basketball courts, badminton courts,seating 

areas. 
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Handball/ Racquetball courts 

Osers: 12. 

Area$: 4800 sq. ft . (20'x 40' x 20' each). 

Lighting: Artificial, non-glare ceiling . 

Access: Near locker areas , gym, equipment check-out . 

Furnishings: Glass- walled courts for 

spectators benches. 

SWIMMING/ DIVING 

Area: 10000 sq. ft . (2 units- indoor and outdoor). 

Osers : 60. 

Lighting: artificial and natural 

Access : Adjacent to locker areas, and showers. 

Spatial Quality: Public, warm, fun, and inviting . 

WEIGHT TRAINING 

Area : 2500 sq . ft . 

Osers: Maximum of SO people . 

Lighting : Natural or artificial . 

Access: Near locker rooms, equipment check-out·, gym . 

Jogging Track(indoor) 

Spatial Quality : Views of indoor and outdoor activities. 

Access : Near locker areas, gym, and drinking fountains. 

Osers : Maximum of 30 people at one time . 
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Multi-purpose rooms 

Area: 1600 sq. ft. (4 units). 
~~ . '' 

Users: Maximum of 20 person per room. 

Access: Close to lobby , lounqe and equipment storaqe. 
\ .· ' 

Spatial Quality: Liqht, active, outdoor views. 

Liqhtinq: Natural and artificial. 

Lockers and Showers(men and wome~) 

Area: 6500 sq. ft. 

Users: Maximum of 200 people. 

Spatial Quality: Liqht, warm, private and relaxinq . 

Access: The center of all physicat activity areas. 

Liqhtinq: Natural as well as artificial. 

SPECTATING 

Area-: 2400 sq. ft. (800 sq. ft. for each section of qym, 

pool and racquetball) . 

Users: Maximum of 200 people. 

Liqhtinq : Natural/artificial . 

Spatial Quality : Outdoor views, excitement. 

Access : To outdoors ,toilets, refreshment area . 

RELAXING 

Whirlpool/Sauna/Steam/Massaqe 

Area : 1600 sq . ft. 

Users: Maximum of 20 people. 

Spatial Quality: Private and relaxinq. 
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Acc&ss: .Near lockers and showers. 

Lounge 

Area: 400 sq. ft. 

Users: 30. 

Lighting: Natural and artificial 

Spatial Quality : Relaxing and soothing . 

Restaurant 

Users: 30. 

Area: 600 sq. ft. 

Spatial Quality: Relaxing and enjoying . 

SERVICE 

Laundry 

Area : 80 sq. ft . 

Access: Near the locker and shower areas. 

Users: 10 . 

Rest rooms 

Area : 60 sq. ft. each(4 units) . 

Spatial Quality: Well-lighted and ventilated. 

Lighting: Artificial. 

Storages 

Area: 1600 sq.ft(4 units) . 

Lighting: Artificial. 

Access: Near their related activities. 
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Mechanical 

Area: 1600 sq . ft . 

Access : Isolated from low-noise areas. 

Lighting: Artificial. 
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SPACE· SUMMARY 

{' , 

SPACE. . . tJNIT(S) AREA OSER(S) 

1 : llOBBY:/LOtJNGE 1 1200 60 

2 CHECK-IN DESK 1 200 2 
.. 

3 OFFICES 8 1600 8 

4 RECEPTION 1 100 1 

5 STORAGE 1 80 

SUBTOTAL 12 3180 

6 LAONDRY 1 180 10 

7 MECHANICAL 1 1600 

8 JANITORIAL 1 200 

9 STORAGES 4 1600 

SUBTOTAL 7 3580 

10 LOCKERS $ SHOWERS 2 6500 200 

11 AMENITY 4 1600 20 

12 RESTROOMS 2 200 10 

SUBTOTAL 8 8300 

13 GYMNASIUM 1 15000 100 

14 RACQUETBALL CRTS. 6 4800 12 

15 POOL 2 10000 60 

16 WEIGHT TRAINING 1 2500 50 

17 MULTI-PURPOSE RMS . 4 1600 80 

18 SEATINGS 3 2400 200 

19 JOGGING TRACK 1 30 

SUBTOTAL 18 36300 
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20 LOUNGE 1 400 20 
: 

21 PRO SHOP 1 150 

22 RESTAURANT 1 600 30 

23 STORAGE 1 150 

SUBTOTAL 4 1300 

TOTAL 49 52660 sq. ft. 
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PR~!lB.C'l' I·N.CO~ · , 

A. ~ Racqu~~pa_ll/ handball membership includes use of
racquetball courts and other except tennis courts. 

. ·~, ... .. 
# of 

clients 

1.individual 30 

2. couples . :'···~·;. 20 

3 . family 10 
' .l:,· . 

initiation 

fee 

100 

150 

200 

monthly 

fee 

15 

20 

25 

total· 

8400 

7800 

5000 

B . combined: -~~ership-includes use of racquetball, tennis 
and other activities. 

,. 

1.individual 80 500 40 78400 ' 
,, ' ..• 

2.couples 40 600 50 48000 

3 . family 20 700 'Eio 28400 

c. Weight training membership- includes use of everythi.nq 
except tennis and racquetball courts . 

1.individual 20 100 20 6800 

2.couples 10 150 25 4500 

3 . family 5 200 30 2800 

D. General club membership includes unlimited use of the 
facilities. 

1.individual 10 600 50 12000 

2.couples 5 700 70 7700 

3.family 5 800 90 9400 .. 

· ' ' 
Gross Yearly Income 219200 
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COST ~'B·ST:IMATE ANALYSIS 

(Format from Roadcap , Bruce B., Sports Recreation 
. - · .. l ; . . .' 

l'a~ility for, Austin, Texas, Thesis Pr:ogramming . Texas 

Tech University: 1984) 
" ·~ ' ·:·1 • : .. 

. ·,. 

Building Cost 

• . • :·· ' ' ~· h 

Total Gross Area x estimated cost per sq. ft.= total 
.. h\ ' 

' 
building .cost. 

· 52660 sq. ft x $ 60 . 50 /sq. ft. = $ 3,185,930 

*Total Cost= $3,185,930 

Site Development 

25% of building cost= site development cost 

.25 X 3,185 . 930= $796,482.50 

*Site Development Cost = $796,482.50 

Fixed Equipment 

8% of building cost 

*Fixed equipment cost= $254,874 . 40 

Movable Equipment 

8% of building cost 

* Movable equipment cost = $ 254,874.40 

Total Construction Cost 

Building cost + Fixed equipment + site development 

$3,185,930 + $254,874 . 40 + $ 796,482.50 =$4 , 237,286.90 
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Professional Fees 

6% of total construction= $254,237.21 

Continqencies 

10 %of total construction= $423,727 

Administrative Costs 

1 % of total construction cost= $ 42,373 

TOTAL BUDGET REQUIRED 

$ 4,237,286. 90 + $254,237.21 + $ 254,874.40 + 

$42,373 = $4,788,771.51 
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··~ELLESLEY COLLEG~ SPORT S C~lTErl 

,.JELL~SLEY, fv'.U\SSACHUSSETIS 

H.i\RDY HO!...Zt-1AN .=>i4'EIFOF'ER ASSOCI ~oi'ES . A;~CrllTECTS 

SITE 

It is locateJ i n a Picturesque landsc.:ap~ l::.f froiel 1ez 1.ey Col lege 0 i.n. 

Lhe north•,ves:. corner of the campus near ·dH:~ ma.i.n ent r ance. audi-

torium and residence hall 

!:-'ORM 

An. L - ::;hapea ::on£ iqura t .i r~m wi t h a.n a r-e;;, of '!40, QOO square ft?:et 

that concea l its ~ulk f r om the res t of rhe campu$ . 

CONTEXT 

Loc ate d in an academi c:, educaticmdl en•.nronmc-Hlt. ·><~here bui ldinqs 

were bui 1 t as ear 1 y as 190:). Not a typi cal axic:i. bea:ux·-art. ~:> 

o r •.;Jan izat.iorls of Amer i.:-;a.n college c a11.pu.s . 

TASK 

the ex.ist. inq re:::reat ional build J.ng t o h ou:;e loc~er n:>ams. 

0.-leigth and tra.ining are as , dance stur.ilo~ o s quash courts , ;._n::d a 

:nulti-purpose gymnasium. 

CONCLUSION 

Wellesley new sperts center reflect.s Ute P .t.c.t.u r ascru e 5PL ri~. 

of the college 's Olmstead--designed lands c ape and c c, llec;:iute 

Gothi c ar·chi tecture. 

Source: h.rchi tec. tur a Record , August - :3eptemb,~r , '1':)8 7, PP . 9(i-9S 
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)OWNTC~-JN YMCA 

3I RMINGHA.'III. ALABAMA 

· ~o.. I DD/ ?L.OSSER/SPRAGUE ARCHITECTS 

~~ccated j_n a city of steel miLi -~ in downlo-..J(t Hirm~nqt\a!r. . . rts 

site adjoins s.:weral neo-gc.thic la~hlmark.3, na.meJ. y St . Puu L • s 

·:::athedral and school, and f i r s t pt·ebysterl<liL the c1 t .y ' s 'Jlri':~:.:>t 

church. A si ty that is tranforming fr:):n manufac:turin g to ser ·· 

v1ce industries .. 
·. 

niNCTION 

~men since Y ·organization in inner-c1 ty b:--a~y.;he~~ e:tccoss :.b~' 

:::ount.ry was faced w.it h .a dwindlin9 '.iemand for i r.:s rec.::-eat.ie>nnl 

;:>roqrams. 

:ON'l'F.XT 

. . 
;>n:> .i s cts a n ai.r of f~.)rthr.ight. functlbtlalJ.sm t ~\ a ;r;ixed n i e.;tl"-.n:·:::r · 

hoori of 3Pi red churches a n d pro::;aic: coaune r c1al bloc}o;.s 

fi'ORM 

I t is bas icall ·? ~ rectdnqu iar··shape in ;:>tan and ele,.:at1 ·:.10. a :-,d 

Jtade up r')f .~n arer.~, of abc>u·t 8 7 , 0 0 0 .squan:! fc3·~. I':. i s d.i v H~.fx:l. 

::: tse arG;,tS, locke:- ars·a.s and mult.t-·pu roose spac~s ill t.~.c core , 
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1. Architectu~~ Record . August - September, i987. p. 89 

2.. I bid . . P . 89 

r•Jan -Made Environments . New York.: V an ~~o:::n:. r and P..ein tv ) l .:.l. '')3 ' . P . .. 

4. Ibid .. p .;.: 

5. Ibid . . p. 26 

5 .. Ibia . . p. 2.'1 

7. Ibid .. p . 2. 7 

& . Ibid., p. 

9. Ibid. I p . 6 

1 r. v. lbid . I p . 7 

I 1 Ibid. I p . 17 

12 . Ibtd . . p . "17 

i 3. Ibid. !=• • 18 

"14 . Ibi d . p . 19 

"15. Ibid . I p . 20 

"16. Ibid. . r:. 20 
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